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What is impact? 
‘the demonstrable contribution that excellent research makes to society and the 

economy’.

• Academic impact is the demonstrable contribution that excellent social and economic research makes in 
shifting understanding and advancing scientific method, theory and application across and within 
disciplines

• Economic and societal impact is the demonstrable contribution that excellent social and economic 
research makes to society and the economy, and its benefits to individuals, organisations and/or 
nations. 

• The impact of research, be it academic, economic and social can include:
• Instrumental: influencing the development of policy, practice or service provision, shaping legislation, 

altering behaviour.
• Conceptual: contributing to the understanding of policy issues, reframing debates.
• Capacity building: through technical and personal skill development.

Source: UKRI, 2020: https://esrc.ukri.org/research/impact-toolkit/what-is-impact

https://esrc.ukri.org/research/impact-toolkit/what-is-impact/


Why engage with impact?

‘Research conducted without understanding stakeholder 
needs risks being misdirected. Bi-directional engagement 

with the public, patient champions, charities, policy 
makers, and the media is key to effectively delivering 
research that matters in the real world’ University of 

Edinburgh (2020).

https://www.ed.ac.uk/inflammation-research/postgraduate-training/phd-programme/engagement-for-impact

https://www.ed.ac.uk/inflammation-research/postgraduate-training/phd-programme/engagement-for-impact


Who is doing impact?

An analysis of 395 REF impact cases for 
business and management studies with an 
identifiable lead author revealed that only 
25 per cent were led by women, of which 
54 per cent were sole authored. 





https://wonkhe.com/blogs/why-arent-women-leading-
research-impact-cases/

https://www.natureindex.com/news-blog/women-left-out-of-
impact-assessments

https://wonkhe.com/blogs/why-arent-women-leading-research-impact-cases/
https://wonkhe.com/blogs/why-arent-women-leading-research-impact-cases/
https://www.natureindex.com/news-blog/women-left-out-of-impact-assessments
https://www.natureindex.com/news-blog/women-left-out-of-impact-assessments


https://results2021.ref.ac.uk/impact (retrieved 28/03/2023)

Diversity in cases?

https://results2021.ref.ac.uk/impact


Diversity in cases: who gets named? 





Yarrow, E., Davies, J. (2022). Delegitimizing Women Management 
Scholars’ Underrepresentation in the Research Impact Agenda. In: 
Örtenblad, A., Koris, R. (eds) Debating Business School Legitimacy. 
Palgrave Debates in Business and Management. Palgrave Macmillan, 
Cham. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-031-12725-0_7



Ongoing research 

• Findings from the previous research led us to investigate who ‘does’ scholarly impact and, in turn, narratives of serendipity, 

synergies, and Sisyphus 

• Subsequent exploratory interviews focused on negative experiences of women members of impact case teams at different 

levels including early career academics. As a follow-up, the research design in this study is based on answering a ‘how’ 

question (Eisenhardt, 1989, 1991; Yin, 2014), i.e. how do marginalized individuals (specifically women scholars in UK business 

schools) engage with impactful scholarship despite deeply engrained gender inequality regimes? 

• Three biographical narratives of success-Fortuna, Hestia, and Sisyphus – good luck, synergies, and relentless hard labor, as 

well as high levels of discretionary labour 

• We contribute theoretically to understanding how encumbered individuals succeed against the odds in overcoming chronic 

institutional marginalization. In doing so, we call for systemic changes within business schools by ‘extending the big table’

(Foster, 2020) and ensuring clearer, further accessible resourcing and support around impact case study writing 



Ongoing research 

Ø Following an analysis of two pilot interviews to refine our interview guide based on our literature review

Ø purposively selected 15 women leaders of impact cases to interview for our qualitative study to 
understand their lived experiences of impact case study generation. 

Ø All the women were mid or late career scholars working in business schools in the UK and their anonymity 
was assured. 

Ø Average one-hour 1-1 semi-structured interviews conducted on Skype/Zoom  

Ø Thematic analysis, mapped onto a Gioia framework, and linked to Acker’s Inequality regimes (2009): I 
[which] is an analytic approach to understanding the on-going creation of inequalities in work 
organizations. It can be used to identify inequality-producing practices and their locations in particular 
organizing processes. (p. 201)

Ø we focus on persistent systemic bases for gender inequality which are defined as ‘loosely interrelated
practices, processes, actions, and meanings that result in and maintain … gender … inequalities’ (Acker, 
2009, p. 201). 



Ongoing Research

Ø Empirical study illustrates the importance of understanding how the individual management education 
scholar experiences the impact policy agenda and institutional level impact policy/ies. 

Ø We identify coping narratives amongst women impact case leaders. Some see themselves as self-starters, 
who succeed despite entrenched institutional inequalities through significant self-sacrifice 
and serendipitous interactions that allow for collaborative synergies despite [gendered] Sisyphean 
struggles of seemingly endless academic labour to produce impactful scholarship. 

‘I would suggest that it needs to receive greater institutional recognition as something that is potentially 
career enhancing and not career limiting, because I think it’s very difficult to ask women to do impact case 

studies if they know it’s not going to help them enhance their career when already they are disadvantaged, I 
would say on the whole, and in fact it may have a less positive impact on their career if they have to then 

publish less as a result for example’ (Participant 5) 



Key Findings- Archetypal narratives of women impact case leaders

Finfin

Fortuna Bringing good fortune, (self-made) luck, serendipity, beneficial behaviors

Fortuna, the Roman goddess of good fortune and personification of luck 

Hestia Engaged in social and political interactions that create synergies around a focal point despite 
sacrifices

Hestia, the Ancient Greek goddess of the hearth where members of the community 
congregated to make sacrifices in the sanctuary of the fireplace. 

Sisyphus Relentless, repetitive and punishing labor with limited sense of progress on tasks that others 
(and the individual) may consider futile 

The third archetype is Sisyphus in Greek mythology, who was repeatedly forced to roll a huge 
boulder uphill which subsequently fell back down the hill every time it neared the pinnacle 



Key findings- ‘Fortuna’ serendipity  

Ø Stories of good luck emerged, with scholars feeling fortunate about engaging with impact and benefiting from what 
they regarded as serendipity. For example, through seeing opportunities for stakeholder engagement, funding. 

Ø Also underpinned by behaviours of self-starters and academic entrepreneurs who are alert to opportunities to 
create their own luck. 

Ø Krefting (2003) argues that being ‘lucky’ is a gendered phenomenon within the intertwined discourses of merit and 
gender, entrenched further by perceived [gendered] status and role discrepancies (Bourabain, 2020: 4). 

Ø A serendipity narrative was evident in comments like: ‘One thing leads to another. You have to be visible’ 

‘This is not my main research stream, but I keep getting invited to do research projects in this sector. 

I’m one of the few women academics around so I’m in a fairly fortunate position.’  (Participant 12)

‘so we decided very clearly that we wanted to do some activist work and become more involved, 

no thoughts about impact agenda or REF related stuff, it was all about we wanted to

make a difference in the real world’ (Participant 4)



Key findings- ‘Hestia’ – creating synergies  

Ø Despite many impact cases published by women being sole-authored, we found positive accounts of 
management scholars collaborating

Ø For instance, one senior professor described how the case functioned as a kind of energizing focal 
point, like a fire-place or hearth, where people could be brought together to create synergies

Ø Impactful scholarship entailed personal sacrifices to create time to build and sustain social capital. 
For example, one case leader remarked: 

‘I don’t have any caring responsibilities any more as my kids are grown up. So, I’m always the one who 
can front the impact project, go to industry conferences, dinners, travel overseas. We do try to share the 

load, but I go well beyond what’s in our project funding to ensure we connect with key stakeholders.’
(Participant 4)

‘I think there’s quite a lot of synergy and fit between and impactful research, or research that has 
pathways to impact. So, the connection then is if that’s the kind of research that women need to do, or 

want to do, or are doing, then the impact agenda might provide them with more spaces, then there 
used to be. I do think there is this thing though about the time it takes and that we kind of have these 
contradictory tendencies going on, so there is this impact agenda, but I still think that that very, very 

strong agenda of individuals publications, linear careers, all that type of stuff, is still there as well’ 
(Participant 3) 



Key findings ‘Sisyphus’-the endless struggle  

Ø Even the most up-beat interviewees commented on the academic labour required to generate scholarship. 
Despite tangible successes, the theme of Sisyphus was explicitly stated in several remarks about relentless 
hard labour and seemingly little, if any, progress at times and with no reward or recognition. 

‘it’s like pushing a rock up hill every morning’  ‘it’s a constant uphill battle.’ 

Ø Another individual commented: ‘at the centre, they keep telling me to tighten up my impact case but there’s 
no gratitude or offer of help, just criticism about writing and re-writing the case. I do things in my own time as 
a professor. I guess, at least they don’t interfere.’ 

Ø ‘while I’m grafting on this research impact case, my colleagues are writing theoretical papers and getting 
professorships and my career is going nowhere. I came from practice as an organizational psychologist. I 
would do external engagement without being required to demonstrate impact. I enjoy it but it’s very time 
consuming and there are personal and professional opportunity costs.’



Source: 
https://www.aacs
b.edu/insights/bri
efings/aacsb-and-
societal-impact
(retrieved: 
28/03/2023)

https://www.aacsb.edu/insights/briefings/aacsb-and-societal-impact
https://www.aacsb.edu/insights/briefings/aacsb-and-societal-impact
https://www.aacsb.edu/insights/briefings/aacsb-and-societal-impact
https://www.aacsb.edu/insights/briefings/aacsb-and-societal-impact


What Is Societal Impact in the AACSB Context and What Is It Not? 

The corporate trend from a purely shareholder focus to more of a stakeholder 
focus is reflected in the 2020 business accreditation standards, which elevate 
societal impact as an important component of a quality business school. For our 
purposes, societal impact encompasses activities undertaken by business 
schools that over time lead to meaningful, discernible change for the 
betterment of people, economies, and the environment. While the 2020 
standards set an expectation that AACSB-accredited schools make a positive 
impact on society, the standards are not prescriptive in telling schools which or 
how many societal impact initiatives to focus on.  (ibid., AACSB, 2020) 



Key points on inclusion in the Impact Agenda 
ü Our contributions seek to be rooted in making a difference, though casting light upon how we can ensure contemporary 

egalitarianism in the scholarly impact agenda. 

ü We call for systemic changes to ensure more equitable opportunities in business schools in terms of who ‘does impact’. 
Inclusive faculty development requires our research insights to impact ourselves and to shift beyond traditional heroic 
paradigms of academic labour (Harley, 2019). 

ü Although the impact agenda is ‘extending the big table’ (Foster, 2020) of management research to wider beneficiaries beyond 
business schools, the practical implementation of impact policy appears to lack incentives and institutional infrastructure for 
faculty inclusion. 

ü To support the increasing attention to the impact agenda, we recommend that metrics in rankings, accreditations, and in 
awarding research funding seriously take into account how business schools ensure equity and equality of opportunity in 
practice internally. 

ü Impact case study author ‘packages’ which include funding for childcare, travel, and WAM allowance

ü Further clarification of funding and resources available and clarification of resourcing during maternity leave   



Discussion points & questions 
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Thank you
Please feel free to connect on LinkedIn or follow us on twitter

@JulieDaviesUK
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/professor-julie-davies-ucl-gbsh-deputy-director-edi-

54a1624?trk=public_post-text

@EmilyYarrow1
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/emily-yarrow-00573721

https://uk.linkedin.com/in/professor-julie-davies-ucl-gbsh-deputy-director-edi-54a1624?trk=public_post-text
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/professor-julie-davies-ucl-gbsh-deputy-director-edi-54a1624?trk=public_post-text
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/emily-yarrow-00573721

